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Puma sports players Ely Future Release 2013 spring shoes
2013-01-23 11:37:34 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: hypebeast] Print Close 
Chinese shoes network on January 23 hearing, the well-known sports brand PUMA published a new Gaotong shoes Ely Future in
2013, it looks brand new so we responded with curious eyes. This pair looks unique Ely Future also available in white and black
primary colors, among them the former overall shape of the most fashionable elements. A vamp made of TPU plastic coated with
sticky buckle as shoe fans bring unprecedented freshness, and its color and the color of the shoes net resulting in a strong contrast to
create eye-catching visual effects. In addition to appearance, the material on the shoes is also very noteworthy. Designers
specifically for the footwear joined sticky tape type cladding design to make shoes more convenient and easy to wear, and shoes on
the side seam on both sides of the mesh fabric to help reduce the weight of shoes, but also help to heat, so that feet keep dry. PUMA
FLY FUTURE sells for NT $ 2,780, will later this month officially added two! 
Related news
JAPAN x Reebok Instapump Fury OG mastermimd, still use the most common black and white to create, in the Pump button and
followed by a prominent position, such as eye-catching logo, so that you are familiar with the "dark sneakers" again. With earlier
several sports brand cooperation shoes, the phenomenon of speculation should be unable to avoid the matter of surprise. However,
this version of cooperation is also in line with the "classic style", "customary color" and "logo" and so on several design points, and
comprehensive cooperation cases above, conservative speculated that the Instapump fury in the og "seafood fried price will float
between 3000-4000 RMB, of course, be able to start with original is the best, however.
< br / > in addition to the earlier Dunk High PRM, Nike SB this season to return to the "flash" series including this pair of new free
PRM shoes. The shoe body and the former uses the same set of black suede, and into the reflective silver "+" shaped pattern over,
toe to publicize the Swoosh decoration, and equipped with blue ice free sole. At present, this pair of shoes can be purchased through
City Kicks Rock. (Editor: YOYO)
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at this time London's Olympic Games held in full swing, but in the stadium outside the Olympic theme sound is one after another, well-
known sports brand Originals Adidas recently teamed up with the London one hundred years of handmade shoes brand Church's
jointly released a total of brown, blue, and shoes, shoes. Shoe body uses the high quality suede material, tongue sewn with both
brand logo leather standard, the most interesting nothing better than heel British rice word flag, Brown is Britain's red and blue color,
and blue with bright red show, which also with the inner shoe leather insole with hue echoes, two pairs of shoes insoles are printed in
golden on both sides of the brand letter marked, make clear, such joint absolutely called heavy. 
purchase information: 
Name: & Adidass London for Church Olympics
price: 105 pounds 
listing date: 2012.08.06
source: endCLOThing
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